Y5 LM News
WHAT HAVE Y5 LM
BEEN UP TO THIS
WEEK?

Mr. Clark taught Science in Y5LM this week.
Children were engaged within the lesson.
They learnt about forces.

REPORTED BY OLLIE, SOPHIA
AND ALVIN.
In Maths, the children have learnt about
timetables and how they work. They have
also done a post-unit quiz. Miss Hill has
taught them Maths for the past few weeks
and she will continue to teach them over
this and the rest of the terms.
Then, in English, the children have
completed a newspaper report for the
warm write and the hot write. The pupil
who was the star writer for the warm
write was … Mia. Mrs McGrath stated,
‘Every piece of learning that the children
produced was brilliant, but I had to choose
Mia for her excellent learning!’
In Curriculum, for History, the children
have been writing about the Windrush
Scandal and what happened in April 2018.
In RSHE, the children wrote about what a
good friendship was and why friendships
are important. In Music, Y5 LM have been
rehearsing the poem ‘Football Mad’. The
children will be performing this to the Y6’s
in the final week of term.
In PE this week the pupils did multi-skills
again but more advance skills. There were
different stations. The stations included
running, skipping and dribbling a football.

Oliver and Cody during the science lesson.

Something unusual and unexpected
happened in Y5 LM this week. Two new
members have joined the class! They were
captured on camera. Lucas J said “I am happy
but also a little bit scared about the elves”.

The elves.

The star learners this week were Josh and
Sophia and star swimmers were Tulisa and
Miley.

Star learners.

Star swimmers.

In the afternoon University students are
visiting Y5 LM and they will lead a debate
where children will take part.
More details to come up on Y5 LM news
report next week.

